Konu Testleri
Television
1-  ___________ hours does your mother watch TV
at home every
day?
 Six hours.
A) How many
B) When
C) How much
D) Which

6- My mother __________ staying at home to going
to the cinema.
Because, she __________ watching series on TV every
day.
A) prefer / like
B) prefers / loves
C) hates / prefers
D) like / prefers

2- Karagül is my sister's __________ TV series.
A) cough potato
B) worse
C) best
D) favourite

7- In my opinion, sitcoms aren't as __________ as
news.
A) delicious
B) more interesting
C) bored
D) boring

3-  Are you interested in __________ film music?
 Yes, __________ .
A) does / I am
B) doing / I do
C) making / I am
D) makes / I do

8- ...................... is a radio or television programme
completed often for prizes, by answering questions.
A) TV Series
B) Quiz Show
C) News
D) Sports Programme

4-  __________ do you prefer, a cartoon __________
an
animation?
 __________ .
A) Which one / or / I prefer an animation
B) How many / or / I don't prefer a
cartoon
C) What / and / I don't prefer an animation
D) What kind of / and / I prefer a cartoon
5- My favourite talk show is __________ the air at
seven p.m.
__________ Sunday night.
A) on / on
B) in / on
C) on / at
D) at / in

9- I .................. watching cartoons to TV Series
because they are funnier.
A) prefer
B) prefers
C) like
D) likes

10- We prefer ................ books to ..................... TV.
A) reading / listening
B) listening / watching
C) watching / reading
D) reading / watching

11- I travel with my friends ....... summers.
A)at
B) on
C)in
D)of
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12- My mother watches TV ......... the morning, but
my father prefers watching TV ....... nights.
A) in / at
B) in / in
C) on / at
D) at / in

13- I .................. “The Walking Dead” last night, so I
couldn’t sleep.
A) watch
B) am watching
C) watches
D) watched

14- I prefer watching .................. because they are
very funny. They always make me laugh.
A) romantic films
B) sit-coms
C) documentaries
D) the news

18- Which one is different?
A) a set decorator
B) a camera operator
C) a costume designer
D) a TV programme
19- A cartoon is .................................. a documentary.
A) funny than
B) funnier than
C) more funny than
D) funnier
20- I ................... watch Tv Series. I think they are
nonsense.
A) always
B) usually
C) never
D) often

15- Which ............ you prefer? The news or
documentaries?
A) do
B) does
C) are
D) did
16- Which of the following is not a TV
programme?
A) documentary
B) cartoon
C) talk show
D) theatre

17- I prefer watching documentaries because they
are ................. .
A) interesting
B) funny
C) boring
D) bad
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